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Welcome Note
The Organizing Committee of “Egytex” Trade Fair is pleased to welcome visitors to “The 10th 

International Textile, Apparel and Home Textile Sourcing Trade Fair“, in Cairo-Egypt from 
28-30th of October, 2018.

Why Egypt?
→ Egypt is a vast market of 100 million consumers of Apparel & Home Textiles, excluding the 

Middle East, Africa and Asia Markets, which makes up a consumer base spanning 2 billion 
people.  

→ Egypt’s Textile Industry is a global giant and the second largest country’s sector, contributing 
30% of industrial production and 25 % of total exports.

→ Its vertically integrated structure is the pivot in the Middle Eastern region, linking complete 
production process right from the cultivation of cotton, to the making of yarns, fabrics, 
ready-made apparels and home textiles.  

→ The production capacities are large and the quotas to EU and USA are never fulfilled.
→ Egyptian textile exporters, source almost 70% of the intermediate products from Turkey, 

China, Korea, India and Pakistan. 
→ Almost 80% of accessories and 99% of textile machineries are sourced from overseas 

markets.
→ Egyptian Textile Industry consists of 4500 factories employing more than 1.5 million workers. 
→ Government runs various training programmes, continuously upgrading the skill sets of the 

labor force and their managing personnel. 
→ The location of the country facilitates quick and easy exports to other countries such as Asia, 

Africa, and Europe. Cargoes take less than 5 days to reach EU and 15 days to USA, turning it 
to a preferred sourcing location compared to its counterparts. 

→ Egyptian Textile industry has clustered in the main areas of the country, where the 
infrastructure and commercial ports are well established for export easiness and simplicity. 

→ New Textile Industrial Parks are being developed with more than 5 billion USD investment in 
the next 3 years.

-From Linen to Egyptian Cotton-
From Fibers to Apparel & Home Textiles

Egypt's Imports of Man-Made in thousands tons
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Free Trade Agreements applying in Egypt:
• EUROMED - EU-Egypt FTA

• QIZ – USA-Israel-Egypt FTA

• EFTA – Egypt-EFTA States FTA

• MERCOSUR – Egypt-Latin America FTA

• COMESA- Egypt-African Countries FTA

• PAFTA - Egypt - Arab Countries Regional FTA

• Aghadir – Egypt, Jordan, Tunis, Morocco

• Bilateral economic agreements with: Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Syria and Tunisia

• Trade accord – Egypt-China

• Egypt – Turkey FTA

• Egypt – Russia Economic Treaty
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Why EGYTEX?
“Egytex” Trade Fair is the only established trade show in Egypt for suppliers of fibres, manufacturers of 
yarns, fabrics, apparel, home textiles and accessories, providing a display of the full spectrum of the supply 
chain involved in the textile manufacturing; thus offering extensive choices for an advanced and complete 
chain on the production aspects of the textile products.  

The ultimate goal of “Egytex” Trade Fair is the increase of trade relations from and to Egypt under a 
professional event which attracts a vast range of international buyers.  

Once again the 10th edition of “Egytex” is all set to continue and emphasize towards more chances given to 
all the participants in the fair; international and local exhibitors. Offering well structured zones according to 
the products on display, the show will be a complete package of variety, design, trend and fashion. 

Exhibitors from Middle East, Asia and EU countries will display their products and services encompassing the 
industries of ready-made garments, spinning, weaving, fabric dyeing, and accessories, quality control 
consultants, in addition to financial and insurance institutions. 

“Egytex” offers a unique opportunity to its exhibitors, local and international, to instrumentalise and enjoy the benefits granted to Egypt from 
various free and preferential trade agreements, hence gaining an access opportunity to EU, USA, Middle Eastern markets.   

Taking place in Cairo the exhibition is strategically placed in the trading hub for the Mediterranean and the Middle East area, accentuating on the 
region's demand for trading and competitively priced products.

Egytex2018 - a complete Textile & Apparel Supply Chain Solution
• Fibres
• Yarn
• Fabric

• Apparel
• Home Textile
• Accessories

• Carpets & Rugs
• Chemicals & Dye Stuff
• Textile Software

• Textile Technology
• Textile Training Institutions
• Textile Publications

A vertically Integrated Trade Fair for a Vertically Integrated Industry



The Hall of Creation
Today’s manufacturers are not only providing competitive prices but 
also originality. Buyers looking for creative ideas will head to the “Hall 
of Creation”.
If you are interested on the following, this is the ideal platform to 
witness novelty: 

• Yarn and fibers
• Innovative fibers & yarns
• Fancy yarn
• Novelty fabrics
• Basic fabrics
• Textile designs

Who visits “EGYTEX”?
• Importers
• Exporters
• Converters

• Manufacturers
• Wholesalers
• Independent Retailers

• Chain Stores
• Department Stores
• Buying Agents

• Commission Agents
• Liaison Officers of the Buyers
• Brands sourcing new manufacturing opportunities

Exhibitors’ Chart Visitors’ Chart

• Functional fabrics
• Fashion garments
• Trimmings & accessories
• Embroideries & laces
• Fashion design/styling services
• Trend forecast and trend publications
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Exhibition Venue
GOIEF is located just 15 minutes from Cairo International Airport, and close to 
downtown. It offers many required services to both – Visitors and Exhibitors, such as 
Businessmen Centre, 24-hour operations room, International Communications Centre 
equipped with telephone, Faxes, Email and Internet. 

Seminars and Exhibitions air Conditioned Halls equipped with simultaneous 
interpretation systems, child park and child library, local broadcast, transportation 
Services (ex: Buses and Train Auto (Taft), directional signboard, Fairground maps, car 
parking inside and outside The Fair Ground, Restaurants, Cafeterias, information stalls 
and Seats with parasols. GOIEF has got a custom area available in the Fair Ground 
which finalizes the customs procedures for exhibitors. Plus many official forwarding and 
clearing offices.

Exhibition Programme
- Sunday, 28 October, Exhibition Opening

Day 1 of Egytex2018

- Monday, 29 October, Day 2 of Egytex2018 Trade Fair

Gala Dinner and Fashion Show 

- Tuesday, 30 October, Day 3 of Egytex2018 Trade Fair

Factory Day Tour (optional to visitors’ business interest and selection

Opening hours
Sunday-Monday, 28-29 October, 10:00 am – 07:00 pm

Tuesday, 30 October, 10:00 am – 05:00 pm

Factory Tour Day
On Tuesday 30 October, visitors have the unique opportunity to visit some of Egypt’s top 
Textile companies. It is an ideal chance to form a picture of the current operating 
environment, processes, techniques and equipment in use, and to approach business 
owners. 

The Exhibition Committee wants to ensure that the tour is relevant to exhibitors so 
therefore, please state on the Registration Form your particular sectors of interest, for 
example apparel, ELS cotton, carpets, Spinning or weaving.



Social Programme
Cairo is a city that comes alive at night, so visitors and exhibitors will need no 
encouragement to leave their hotels and absorb the twilight atmosphere. Be dazzled 
whilst hearing the story of antiquity at the Sound and Light Show at the Pyramids; 
bargain, laugh and smoke shisha at the infamous Khan el-Khalili bazaar; or drift away 
under the stars with live Arabic Music at the Opera House’s open air theatre. There is 
one organized social events, whilst Sunday 28 and Tuesday 30 October are programmed 
as free evenings for visitors and exhibitors to discover their own Cairo.

*Full Exhibitors Registration includes the Social Event. Extra tickets can be bought for 
the event at $65. These are perfect for visitors’ accompanying persons, or business 
clients. See the Registration Form for booking at: egytexfairs.com/registration-form.

Exhibition Hotels
Cairo has numerous international class hotels. The Exhibition Committee has chosen 
the Intercontinental City Stars as the Main Exhibition Hotel and therefore can offer a 
very competitive rate. Alternative hotels are Holiday Inn and Pyramisa.

Shuttle Service
There is a shuttle service from the Visitors’ hotels to the Cairo international ground fair 
and social events. The transport for the Factory Tour Day will collect visitors from their 
chosen hotel. 

Hotel Policy
Please note that the rates are only available when booking through the exhibition 
Committee. Visitors and exhibitors are required to pay one night's accommodation to 
confirm their room, when registering. This may be lost if the exhibitor/visitor cancels 
their reservation. The exhibition Committee reserves the right to change the 
exhibitor/visitor's selected hotel to one of the same grade if necessary. The exhibition 
Committee must be informed in writing of any change in the booking.

Gala Dinner and Fashion Show Monday 29 October, 
Intercontinental City Stars Hotel, 8:00 pm
To celebrate the 200th Anniversary of the Egyptian Cotton a beautiful dinner and Fashion 
Show will be taken at the magical Intercontinental City Stars hotel. Dress code is jacket 
and tie, cocktail wear or national dress.
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